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INTRO
The first article in this issue is
already sufficient evidence for
the consequences of not denouncing undesirable developments. The devil unscrupulously shows his horns, along with
his ugly head and his cloven
hoof! He blares out boldly his
deadly plans – and prides himself with receiving the highest
awards from the highest government- and department circles.
When facing these outright satanic developments, the lethargic folk remain inactive and
hypnotized. Well, little bookkeepers lose their job, and the
postmen their license, when
they embezzle just a few hundred Euro… but the world’s
most prominent bankers, who
by fraud and deception have
driven whole nations into poverty and thereby scammed multibillion dollar amounts, get
away with a token-fine of 14
billion and then keep on scamming the people.
And so what, children are taken
away from their loving mothers,
when they, full of sorrow,
slapped them just once, teachers are dragged through the
media and get defamed if they
grapple with the rebellious a
little harder. But treacherous
agitators like Peter Singer, who
contest a newborn baby’s right
to life for at least one month
after birth and intend to
“donate to science” undesired
babies, are allowed to walk
around free and unpunished
with their “ethic-awards”.
Well then, go back to sleep until
these problems come up to you.
But we remain true to phase
one: Let there be light! The
V&C needs to be spread abroad
in every household!
Ivo Sasek

Postnatal abortion – a model of the future?
ihv. I am sitting on the sofa point where you could say:
with my four-week-old baby. “Before, the fetus did not have a
He is looking up at me with his right to life at all, and after the
big eyes while I breast feed him. birth it has the right to life just
For a few days now, he has as any healthy adult. […] Theobeen smiling at me every time retically, you could imagine a
I take him into my arms. Now I society with different values, a
am reading an interview with society that differentiates bethe renowned Jewish Professor tween babies that are truly
of Bio-ethics at Princeton Uni- loved and raised up and others
versity, Peter Singer, who that are donated to science.
speaks about his ideas of the […] I once suggested not applynewborns’ right to life: He said ing the full right to life until 28
..“In my view, the birth does not days after the birth. […] That
represent an absolute turning would give the parents time for

their decision.” In 2011, Peter
Singer was recognized with the
Ethics Prize of the Giordano
Bruno Foundation and he was
named as a “Companion of the
order of Australia” in 2012.
This order was established by
Queen Elizabeth II in 1975 and
is only awarded for the highest
services for Australia or humanity…
Sources:
www.spiegel.de/wissenschaft/mensch/
gespraech-mit-peter-singer-nicht-allesleben-ist-heilig-a-169604.html
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Peter_Singer

100 Years of the Federal Reserve - 100 Years of the perfect crime
hj. Did you know that exactly Morgan.
100 years ago the foundation Frank Vanderlip, president of
of the American central bank, the National City Bank of
the Federal Reserve or FED New York at the time, rememfor short, required an unprece- bers details of the meeting:
dented coup? J.P. Morgan was The visitors had been asked to
one of the richest Americans behave and appear most disat the time and an agent of the cretely and to come alone to
Rothschild family. Contempo- the train station where
rary witnesses reported that he Aldrich´s car was waiting.
had deliberately spread ru- “We knew that we must not be
mors in 1907 about the bank- discovered [...] if the public
ruptcy of a New York bank. knew that our group had drafThis lead to the Panic of 1907, ted a banking law, this law
one of the most famous bank would never have had a chanruns in history. As a result of ce in Congress.” The Federal
this mass panic, which had Reserve Act was the Ameribeen caused by Morgan, he can central banking law that
himself was chosen to es- allowed the establishment of
tablish a committee with the the FED. It was enacted on
mission of preventing such December 23rd, 1913, just becrises in the future. Headed by fore Christmas Eve. It was
Nelson W. Aldrich, a son in waved through without much
law of the famous Rockefeller of a debate by the few confamily, its agenda was drawn gressmen who were still preup in 1910 at a secret meeting sent on that day. No one underon Jekyll Island, which was stood that the legislation had
the holiday resort of J.P. been written by the abhorred

financial elite that it was
claimed to break with and had
greatly stabilized their power.
Just one hour after it had been
voted on in Congress, the law
was signed by the American
president Woodrow Wilson.
Charles A. Lindbergh senior
later told congress: “This law
establishes the biggest cartel
on the planet [...], it legalizes
the shadow government of the
money power...” Since that
treacherous scam, there now
exists a legal cartel of banks
and politicians with the right
to print money without end
and to lend it to the American
government with interest!
In summary: 100 years ago, a
few bankers intentionally abused democratic weaknesses
and used the FED to take control of the world economy. Is
it possible that the West tries
to force democracy upon the
rest of the world so that similar
scams can be repeated there?
continuation page 2
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Central Banks: The greatest robbers of all time

Sources:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dba9OY
0QatU (English)
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_
Pierpont_Morgan
(German, Section: Kritik)

Original quote
“As an economist I had to
bid farewell to a good
many of my cherished
‘certainties’. I had to
accept that many things I
thought I understood
about the economy were
simply not true. That big
banks suspend the rules of
economy and let tax
payers suffer for their
mistakes. When I was
traveling Ireland to
conduct interviews with
people I met many who
were paying bitterly for
the mistakes of the bank
managers. To see this was
very hard for me to bear.”
Quote on the financial crisis by
Peter Balzli:
London correspondent of the Swiss
television
Source:
D’REGION, Wochenzeitung für
Stadt und Land vom 22. Mai 2013

Central banks force down interest rates and thus commandeer
people’s savings. The governments save billions each year at
the expense of their citizens who
are fleeced by inflation.
When the cover is blown a monetary reform is inevitable. The
historically low interest rates
have caused a decline in the
wealth of German savers of approx. 14 billion Euro in 2013

according to estimates by the
Postbank. The cause is the high
inflation rate compared to the
interest level says the chief strategist of Postbank Marco Bargel.
He calls the minus a “mighty
wealth destruction” which
causes damage. On the other
hand the German government
pays over 100 billion Euro less
interest for their bonds caused
by the historically low interest

rates. This is money which actually belongs to investors and savers. Indirectly we are all savers
because we are customers of life
insurance companies and pension funds which buy these low
yielding bonds.
Sources:

were following a strategy from
Hitler’s book “My Fight” and
had planned a conquest of the
hemisphere. Just imagine this:
One of the poorest countries of
North and South America is
going to invade Washington,
and conquer the hemisphere
according to Adolf Hitler’s book,
which according to countervoices, does not even contain
such strategies. For the sake of
this existential threat towards
the United States security,
Ronald Reagan declared a state

of emergency and also had it
extended from year to year. At
the same time he entrenched
himself in the White House, because - allegedly - by Gaddafi’s
orders, Libyan killers were hanging out in the streets of
Washington. Fear is a strategy of
power politics. That is how
power works – that is until every
citizen, simply by adding up one
plus one, unmasks the underlying deceptions.
Sources:

extracted from original article
www.mmnews.de/index.php/wirtschaft/
13356-zentral-gro
www.wiwo.de/finanzen/geldanlage/anlag
estrategie-so-legen-sparer-mitkleinem-geldbeutel-sicheran/8350554.html

Fear: a power strategy
“Way back in 1981, President
Ronald Reagan used the term
“war against terror” with exactly
the same rhetoric as was used
after 9/11. Who were the terrorists in those days? It was the
Sandinistas from Nicaragua.
The government asserted that at
any time they could invade
Texas which was just a two day
march away from Nicaragua.
All of America trembled. George Schultz, the Foreign Minister
of that time claimed in all seriousness, that the Sandinistas

Kristina Schröder –
on the way to
being a fulltime mother?
ham. The surprise parting of the
German Minister of Family
Affairs Kristina Schröder took
place quietly in the shadow of
the federal elections. Mrs
Schröder’s personal reasons for
her withdrawal were because of
Lotte, her first child. Schröder
justified her decision by saying,
“There have been many situations, where I missed beautiful
moments in the life of my daughter”. That is all the more astonishing, because the Ministry of
Family Affairs draw a totally

“… the citizens of democratic societies should attend courses
for mental self-defense in order to resist manipulation and
control…”
“Security is called a state when the government is safe from
its own citizens.”
Noam Chomsky

different picture of the family by
a variety of campaigns: There is
talk of “Flexiquote”, that would
bring more women into leadership position by law, of the omnipresent “balancing job and family” and a nationwide offer for
full-time childcare for the youngest. The “modern mother” has
to be ready, at least part-time,
for the job market as a female
qualified employee. And now
our Lady Minister packs her
things and goes home to have
more time in the future, espe-

cially for her two-year-old
daughter.
If Mrs Schröder would additionally resign voluntarily as a
Member of Parliament, then
she would have the best chances to be in all the beautiful
moments in the young life of
her daughter – as a real fulltime mother giving her undivided attention.
Sources:
www.focus.de/politik/deutschland/
bundestagswahl-2013/ersterruecktrittnach-der-wahl-kristinaschroedergibt-trotz-cdu-wahlsieg-alsministerinauf_aid_1108850.html

excerpts from original article,
www.freitag.de/autoren/derfreitag/kommando-unternehmen-angst

Closing Point ●
When 10,000 V&C readers
each faithfully pass on every
V&C issue to 10 more readers, then we have 100,000
regular readers.
Now calculate yourself:
When, on the other hand,
10,000 V&C readers become
“couriers” by simply getting
“their 3” couriers to getting
also “their 3” couriers (and
so on...) to only copy the
V&C three times and have it
picked up the next day at
their place, then we will have
every week more than 21 million regular readers.
Which strategy will be chosen
by our more than 10,000
V&C readers (including German and other languages)?
Ivo Sasek

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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